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Prologue
This case study will show a well drilled in Martin County, Texas on August 4, 2020.

•

The first photo will show the prognosis, which is the E&P’s specific instructions
on how to drill and cement the well.

•

The second photo will show Ellison Fluid Calipers' fluid caliper report and
invoice. This report was left on location with the E&P company man. The report
was also emailed to the designated E&P employees, including the petroleum
engineers.

•

The third photo is the cement report from the cementer. It is important to note
that this is not the W-15 cement report filed with the Texas Railroad
Commission, as those aren’t as detailed. Instead this is the actual cement
report that the cementer provided to the E&P.

Because this is a Salt Water Disposal (SWD) well and because of the location of
the well, the Texas Railroad Commission required cement circulation on this string.
The Railroad Commission did not want any open hole where saltwater could come
in contact with the casing. Failure to circulate would require the E&P to perform a
costly remediation job to achieve satisfactory results.
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E&P Well Prognosis

The E&P intended to run 100% excess cement over True Hole (Gauge)
Running the fluid caliper 50’ from TD let EFC deliver
cement calculations by the time TD was reached
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EFC Fluid Caliper Report

EFC determined that the washout was 126%,
meaning that the E&P prognosis would result in a
failed cement job. True hole + 100% excess would
have been only 1164 ft³. After getting this report,
E&P changed cement volume to 1314 ft³ + 35%
excess to get proper circulation.
Fluid Caliper cost $1,850. A cement remediation
job would have cost ~$50,000-75,000!
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Cement Report

Cementer pumped 320 bbl or 1796 ft³
Circulation returned 88 bbl or 494 ft³ of excess,
meaning the fluid caliper was off by only 12 ft³!
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Conclusion
As seen on the previous pages:

•

True hole equaled 582 cubic feet (ft³)

•

The prognosis called for true hole plus 100% excess, which equals 1164 ft³.

•

The fluid caliper calculated the actual cement needed to circulate behind the 7”
casing was 1314 ft³. This equated to a 126% washout.

•

Without running a fluid caliper, the E&P would not have had any possibility of
circulating and would have been a failed job.

•

Upon receiving the fluid caliper report, the E&P instructed the cementer to
pump the fluid caliper volume plus 35% excess (1314 x 1.35 = 1774 ft³). As is
typical of cementing operations, it was rounded up, in this case to 320 bbl (320
bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl = 1796 ft³).

•

The cementer circulated 88 bbls back to the surface (88 bbl x 5.6146 ft³ /bbl =
494 ft³).

•

Pumped:
1796 ft³
Circulated:
494 ft³
Actual Hole Volume: 1302 ft³

•

These results show the fluid caliper of 1314 ft³ being off of the actual hole
volume by only 12 ft³ or 2.1 bbl.

Cement is the single best tool for reducing environmental problems and protecting
groundwater aquifers. This case study serves as an example of the efficacy of fluid
calipers and how they can have a positive effect on drilling operations & long-term
wellbore integrity.
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